RECIPIROCAL TEACHING

Math Sentence Stems
Make a guess about what might happen!

I think ______ because ____________
The answer is probably ___ since ___
Based on the pattern, I predict _____

Identify things you don’t understand

I think this word means _______________
I am confused about ___ because ___
At first I thought ___ but now I think ___
This reminds me of __________________

Ask questions for others to answer

How did you get that answer?
What strategy did you use?
Why did you solve it that way?
What key words helped you?

Explain what you learned in your own words

The steps we took to solve are ______
The main ideas we learned are _____
What I understood from today is _____
An important concept we learned is _

I think ______ because ____________
The answer is probably ___ since ___
Based on the pattern, I predict _____

Identify things you don’t understand

I think this word means _______________
I am confused about ___ because ___
At first I thought ___ but now I think ___
This reminds me of __________________

Ask questions for others to answer

How did you get that answer?
What strategy did you use?
Why did you solve it that way?
What key words helped you?

Explain what you learned in your own words

The steps we took to solve are ______
The main ideas we learned are _____
What I understood from today is _____
An important concept we learned is _
RECIPROCAL TEACHING
Social Studies Sentence Stems
I think the picture/text is about _____
because ________________________
_____ makes me predict that ________
Based on ____ I think ____ will happen

This reminds me of __________________
I think this word means ______________
At first I thought ___ but now I think ___
I think this is related to ______________

What might have caused that?
How did this impact _____________?
What is the significance of this event?
What lessons do we learn from this?

The cause/effect of _____ was ______
The similarities/differences between _____ are ______
_______ is important because _____
Based on ____ I can conclude that ___
RECIPROCAL TEACHING

Reading/Language Arts
Sentence Stems
RECI PROCAL TEACHING
Science Sentence Stems
PREDICT & INFERR

Make a guess about what might happen!

I wonder if _______ because _______
I expect to observe ___ because ___
I think the outcome will be _________
My hypothesis is ____ because ____

CLARIFY

Identify things you don’t understand

This reminds me of __________________
This relates to ____________________
I think this word means ___ because ___
I’m confused about ____ because ___

ASK QUESTIONS

Ask questions for others to answer

What does your data show?
What may be the cause?
What do you notice in your evidence?
What patterns do you notice?

SUMMARIZE

Explain what you learned in your own words

My hypothesis was correct/incorrect because __________________________
The results showed that _______________
I can conclude that _______________
The research shows that _______________